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ABSTRACT
Two wind tunnel force and moment tests have been conducted on
parabolic-trough solar collector configurations. The two tests were
conducted in different flow field environments, one a uniform flow
infinite airstream, the second a simulated atmospheric boundary layer
flow with the models simulating a ground-mounted installation. The
force and moment characteristics of both isolated single-module troughs
and of trough modules within array configurations have been defined
over both operational and stow attitudes. The influence of various
geometric design parameters for collector modules and arrays has been
established. Data indicate that forces and moments increase with
mounting height and with trough aspect ratio. Collector modules
interior to large arrays experience wind force reductions as high as 5065%, while appropriate fences or berms surrounding the arrays can
provide exterior modules with protection of this order.
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Steady-State Wind Loading
on Parabolic-Trough Solar
Collectors
Introduction
Among the various solar collector alternatives,
the line-focus parabolic-trough concept has attained
an advanced stage of development and currently
appears to be an important competitor for applications in the midtemperature regime « 350°C). The
economic competitiveness of solar energy in this
regime depends heavily upon the cost of the solar
collector field. A prime contributing factor to this
cost lies in the collector rigidity anq foundation
requirements necessary to withstand adverse wind
loading
Evaluation of the wind forces exerted upon parabolic-trough collectors configured in an array of
many rows with multiple troughs per row is beyond
the current state of aerodynamic analysis. As a part of
the solar collector development program at Sandia
National Laboratories, wind tunnel tests have been
run in two facilities in an effort to characterize the
wind loads experienced on a parabolic trough, both
as a single isolated collector module and as part of an
array.
This report summarizes the results of those tests
along with comments on their significance. It is
hoped that the results of this program may provide a
set of guidelines to the engineers and architects
throughout the country engaged in the design and
installation of large arrays of parabolic-trough solar
collectors.

Experimental Configurations
and Test Techniques
The first test was run in 1976 in the Vought Low
Speed Wind Tunnel (an inviscid uniform flow of 2.13
x 3.05 m [7 x 10 ft] cross section) to obtain basic force
and pressure data. Overall wind loads were measured
as were pressures on both sides of the parabolic
trough. Obviously, the overall forces and moments
are needed from the standpoint of foundation and
other structural design while the pressure distribution is a valuable tool to be used in the detail design

of the parabolic collector itself. The second test was
run in 1979 under wind conditions more closely
modeling the full-scale problem. The Meteorological
Wind Tunnel at the Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion
Laboratory at Colorado State University was chosen
as the test site since it was capable of producing a
flow tailored to simulate, as closely as possible,an
atmospheric boundary layer developed over open
flat terrain by wind that has a velocity of 40.2 m/s (90
m/h) at 9.14 m (30 it) altitude. This atmospheric
boundary layer was modeled by a 1.14 m (45 in) deep
shear layer whose mean velocity power law exponent
was 0.15. That is to say
(1)

where

u

=

u,ef

=

mean wind velocity at height z
mean wind velocity at reference height
Yref

The turbulent intensity increased from approximately 4% in the free stream to more than 20% at the wind
tunnel wall and was about 16% at trough centerline.
The I/25-scale models were placed in this shear
layer.
This section describes the configurations and procedures used in the two tests.

Test I
The 19.5 cm (7.70 in) aperture, 90-deg rim angle
collector models were molded of fiberglass and supported on the convex side by a steel backing and'
angle indexing structure (Figure Ia). This structure
attached to the support strut and provided tilt angle
rotation from 0 deg (concave surface forward) to 180
deg (convex surface forward). Aspect ratios (length/aperture) of 1.25, 3.74, 6.85, and 9.97 were tested
7

with the majo·rity of the tests run on the 3.74 model.
Yaw angles were varied by rotating the support strut
to obtain data at other wind directions; The support
. strut connected directly to the tunnel external balance which measured model forces and moments.

method allowed pressures to be measured on both
concave and convex surfaces at basically the same
location so that a differential pressure distribution
over the collector surface was obtained. With the
trough at zero pitch and yaw angles, integrated pressure lateral force values agreed well with those measured by the balance.

Test II
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Only one trough (hereafter referred to as the
"metric" model) was instrumented to provide five
component force and moment data. The other
troughs (in the array configurations) were simply
dummy models installed to tailor the flow over the
array to simulate more accurately the effects on the
metric model.
Nine collector trough configurations were tested.
The first four were single-collector configurations,
each with a different rim angle (Figure Ib). The
remaining five configurations were 90-deg rim angle
trough arrays of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 rows (Figure 2). The
intent was to determine how deeply within an array a
collector needed to be placed before the loads on it
became independent of its position. In addition to
these nine configurations, fences and berms of different heights were placed upstream of the array to
determine their effectiveness in shielding the arrays
from wind loading.

Lie· 3.75
Lie = 3.75
Lie = 3~75
L/C = 3.75

~

All Individual troughs
have same geometry as
Model Configuration I

b. Test 2
Figure 1. Model Nomenclature for Single Models

Actual testing was accomplished by manually setting the collector tilt angle to some value between 0
and + 180 deg, then recording data while remotely
changing the yaw angle during a tunnel run to a set
of desired angles between -10 and 75 deg. Tunnel
dynamic pressure was usually 3112 N I m 2 (65 psf) but
lower values were run to determine Reynolds number effects.
This same general procedure was also used to
obtain pressure data with the individual pressures
being measured by scanivalves. It should be noted
that the concave side pressure ports were installed
perpendicular to and flush with the inner surface.
Tubes connecting to these ports were glued to the
back surface. Convex surface pressure tubes were
glued alongside each concave side tube such that the
tube ended where the concave tube was bent to go
through the collector. All tubes were collected near
the pivot point and routed down the strut to scanivalves under the tunnel floor. This rather crude
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Figure 2. Model Nomenclature for Collector Arrays (Configurations V-IX)

Configuration V was run for the primary purpose.
of determining the influence of the gap width, G,
between adjacent troughs (Figure 2). Configurations
VI, VII, VIII, and IX all had the common feature of the
inclusion of one row of dummy collectors behind the
metric collector. The purpose was to assure that the

breakup of the wake of the metric collector was
modeled properly. (A familiar example of this effect
is found in automobile racing where it is well known
that "slipstreaming" reduces the drag of the lead car
as well as the following car.) It was felt that, for this
purpose, one row was sufficient to satisfy the data
accuracies obtainable in this test. Therefore, the data
collected on configuration VI represented the loads
to be expected on collector troughs in the windward
row of an array. Configurations VII, VIII, and XI
represented troughs imbedded one, two, or four rows
deep in an array. It will be shown later in the report
that the loads on configurations VIII and IX were not
significantly different, so it was concluded that four
rows deep could be considered "totally imbedded" in
the array and no further drop-off in loads could be
expected interior to that point.

Axis and Load Nomenclature
A brief description of the axis systems adopted
and the load nomenclature is appropriate since they
deviate slightly from general aerodynamic convention.
The axis system in which the forces are presented
is a "foundation axis" system (Figure 3). With the
trough at O-deg "pitch angle" and O-deg "yaw angle,"
wind blowing "into" the concave trough is moving in
a positive direction along the x-axis; the z-axis is
perpendicular to the wind (and earth) and is positive
upward. The y-axis is along the axis of the trough in
such a direction to give a "right hand rule" (RHR) axis
system. A "positive" yaw angle is obtained by rotating the trough in a positive (RHR again) direction
about the z-axis relative to the wind vector. A "positive" pitch angle is obtained by rotating the collector
trough in a positive (RHR) direction about the y-axis.
The forces are mnemonically descriptive for an
observer standing at the end of a row of collectors
looking "down" the row. Lateral force is, then, that
LIFT.
,Izl<
FORCE I' z ' ·

r /. ROLLING
\~ MOMENT

,

YAWING,I..,//,
MOMENT

'-'7 ,

/k~1
L;'

force acting' "lateral" to the collectors and aligned
with the x'-axis. -(This term was chosen in preference
to the aerodynamically conventional "axial force"
since the "axis" of a parabolic-trough collector is
perpendicular to the O-deg wind vector and it was felt
confusion might arise if it were adopted.) Longitudinal force is the force acting "along" the collector
trough and aligned with the y'-axis. Lift force is the
force acting upward along the z' -axis. Rolling moment is the moment about the x'-axis, pitching moment is the moment about the y'-axis, and yawing
moment is the moment about the z'-axis. All moments are positive in accordance with RHR.

Data Reduction and Presentation
Due to the turbulent nature of the flow in the
tunnel (modeling the intermittent gusty nature of
atmospheric wind), data had to be taken over a long
period of time and averaged. Force and moment
measurements for each data point were taken every
100 milliseconds and averaged over a time span of 3
minutes. Thus each recorded data point was an average of 1800 measurements. The data were normalized
by the average dynamic pressure at the collector
centerline (Le., at a distance, H, above the wind
tunnel floor) and appropriate geometrical quantities
as outlined below. It should be noted that the dynamic pressure was not actually measured at the collector
centerline for each run but rather with a pitot tube in
the free stream, above the boundary layer. This dynamic pressure was then multiplied by an appropriate factor determined earlier by mapping the shape of
the boundary layer velOcity profile.
The data taken in this experiment were all reduced to "coefficient" form by means of Equation (2).

C
FORCE

= FORCE
qA

C

=

MOMENT

qAt

MOMENT

/

, ~ LArrRAt

/)"

(2)

FORCE

where Co is the coefficient, q is the "dynamic pressure," A is an appropriate area, and I a characteristic
length. In this case,

.'

1

q = -P U2<i
2

//~

~ND

DIRECTION

Figure 3. Model Axis System

~AXES
FOUNDATION AXES
BODY AXES

- UNPRIMED
- PRIMED
- DOUBLY-PRIMED

where
p = mass density of flow

A

=

u<i
LC

=

velocity at trough centerline
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where

and minimums at ± 90 deg. The peak at approximately O-deg results in the maximum lateral force as the
concave surface presents a blunter, higher drag profile than does the convex surface. This peak at O-deg
pitch defines the maximum lateral load and the overturning moment for collector support and foundation requirements. The concave shape results in a
coefficient approximately 20% higher than the 1.20
value obtained by previous investigators' for flat
plates with similar aspect ratios.

L = collector length

C = collector aperture
and t = C
The laws of dynamic similarity enable the extrapolation of these wind tunnel results to the fullscale situation whenever geometric similarity is present.'
Thus, to scale the results of this test to full scale,
one simply inverts Equation (2):
-

-

ASPECT RATIO Lie' 3.15

FORCE = CFoRcEqA

MOMENT

=

R1M ANGlE.' ~o

(3)

CMOMENTqAi

. where the q, A, and t are the full scale quantities.

Analysis of Test Results
Little previous work has been uncovered which
would provide a data base or shed significant insight
into the basic aerodynamic characteristics of parabolic-trough solar collector configurations. Therefore, a
significant part of the test effort described herein has
been devoted to evaluating the behavior of isolated
single-collector modules, even though this is not a
usual collector deployment mode. The initial test was
characterized by running in a uniform, infinite airstream. Under these conditions flow symmetry prevails about the O-deg pitch orientation. Therefore during Test I data was taken only through the 0 to + 180deg pitch range representative of the normal suntracking mode for collectors. Test II was run in a
boundary layer flow with models attached to the
tunnel floor to simulate ground-mounted collectors.
The force and moment data accumulated during
these tests is summarized herein. Analysis of the
pressure distribution data taken during Test I is not
included here but will be reported elsewhere. A
complete tabulation of the data taken during Tests I
and II is presented in References 2 and 3, respectively.
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Attitude Influence
The force and moment characteristics for a typical
parabolic-trough collector module having a parabolic
section rim angle of 90 deg and an aspect ratio of 3.8
are illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4a presents the
lateral force characteristics over the complete pitch
angle range. The lateral force coefficient varies with
pitch angle basically as the projected frontal area of
the collector, showing peaks at 0 deg and ± 180 deg
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Figure 4. Coefficients vs Pitch Angle for Trough @ O-Deg Yaw
""Reynolds number equality is also required but while Reynolds
number was not duplicated it was not considered important
except when the collector was pitched such that the leading edge
was close to alignment with the stream. It was feared that at this
angle the separation could be strongly Reynolds number dependent causing lift and pitching moment coefficient errors. This did
not prove to be a significant problem, as discussed below.
l

l

Figure 4b presents the lift force characteristics
over the complete pitch angle range. With the collector inclined to the flow at an attitude somewhat
analogous to a wing configuration at angle of attack,
peak positive (upward) and negative (downward) lift
coefficients exist. For the 90-deg rim angle collector,
these two peaks occur at pitch angles of ± 60 deg.
(The pitch angle at which these peaks occur, as well
as the sharpness with which the peak is defined,
varies with the parabolic section rim angle, but generally the pitch angle falls in the range of ± 45 deg to
± 70 deg.) It should be noted that several contemporary collector designs use a stow orientation for
nighttime or inclement weather conditions which is
very near the maximum lift attitude.
Figure 4c illustrates the pitching moment data
over the pitch angle range. The data from Test I
shows a rather broad flat maximum over the pitch
angle range of 90 to 150 deg. In this region, the Test II
.pitching moment data is in good agreement. However, outside this pitch angle range, the pitching moment data of Test II reflect a rather strong influence
of the boundary layer velocity profile in combination
with the ground effect.
Except where load characteristics may be particularly influenced by the nonsymmetrical boundary
layer flow and/or ground effects, data from Tests I
and II exhibit good agreement in both the lateral and
lift force components and the pitching moment. The
lateral force reflects this influence with nonsymmetrical characteristics about zero pitch. The peak lateral
force coefficient is shifted from 0 deg to approximately + 15-deg pitch. The lift force also exhibits this
influence with lift coefficients at both 0 arid ± IS0deg pitch showing positive magnitudes. In addition,
the peak lift load experiences a larger magnitude in
the upward direction than in the downward direction. The pitching moment data from Tests I and II
show good agreement over the positive pitch angle
range of 75 to 135 deg. In this region the collector
presents a smaller profile over which the boundary
layer velocity gradient may act. Also, in this pitch
range the spacing between the collector and the
ground (tunnel floor) is greatest thus minimizing
ground effects. Conversely, in the pitch angle range
of 0 to + 60 deg, significant differences exist in the
pitching moments from Tests I and II. Here the
collector presents a greater frontal profile over which
the boundary layer velocity gradient may act and the
closer proximity of the ground to the lower collector
rim may influence the moment through restriction of
flow around this edge.
The influence of yaw attitude (wind direction) on
the lateral and lift force characteristics for selected
parabolic-trough configurations is illustrated in Figure 5. Data is presented for two different aspect ratio
troughs run during Test I and for troughs of two
different rim angles run during Test II. Figure 5a
presents the lateral force coefficient versus yaw angle

at O-deg pitch, which is representative of the maximum lateral force attitude. Figure 5b presents similar
data for a pitch angle of ISO deg. At both pitch
attitudes the lateral force reflects similar behavior
with respect to the yaw influence. Yaw angle has
little effect on the lateral force coefficient within ± 30
deg of the O-deg yaw orientation. In general, for yaw
angles from ± 30 deg to ± 60 deg the trend of the
lateral force coefficient is to exhibit a steepening
monotonic decrease. However, the 120-deg rim angle
configuration contradicts this trend and shows a
slight increase in lateral force beyond 30-deg yaw at
the ISO-deg pitch orientation. Due to the onset of
model vibrational problems, it was not possible to
run the high aspect ratio configuration (L/C = 9.97)
beyond 20-deg yaw at the zero pitch orientation.
Figure 5c illustrates the yaw angle effect on lift
force coefficient at pitch angles corresponding to
maximum and minimum (max negative) lift. The lift
force coefficient behavior with yaw is basically similar to that of the lateral force coefficient.
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Reynolds Number Effects
A limited investigation of Reynolds number
(Rn = puC I JL where p is the free stream density, u is
the free stream velocity, C is the aperture width, and
JL is the free stream dynamic viscosity) influence on
t~e test results was conducted during Test I by runmng one model configuration over a range of free
stream velocities from 34.1 mls (112 ft/s) to 71.6 mls
(235 ft/s). This investigation was limited to the 6.85
aspect ratio configuration at O-deg pitch attitude.
Figure 6 presents the resulting lateral force coefficient data versus Reynolds number. Flow conditions
for Test II resulted in a significantly lower Reynolds
number which provides the opportunity to extend
this range of comparisons. Reynolds numbers in this
study ranged from approximately .065 million to one
million, while a typical full-scale Reynolds number
would be approximately 3.8 million. (This would be
the Reynolds number for a collector with a 1.83 m [6
.ft] aperture in a wind that averaged 30.2 mls [67.5
mph] at collector centerline.) The lateral force coefficients from Tests I and II for the 3.8 aspect ratio, 90deg rim angle configurations are also included in
Figure 6. These data suggest that within the range of
test conditions covered by Tests I and II no significant
Reynolds number effects on peak lateral force are
observed.
J20r-------------------.-----------------~

~

OIESTl ASP[CTRAJIOllC-6.SS
o TEST I ASPECT RATIO lie -3.14
_TEST 2 ASPECT R~TlO lie "3. 86

;! 18
~ .

'E"

1.6

0

and the peak lift force coefficient (0 = -65 deg) versus
the mounting height nondimensionalized by the collector aperture. The peak lateral force coefficient
exhibits no significant effect of the mounting height
over the range investigated. The peak lift force coefficient exhibits an increase of approximately 20% over
the mounting height range from 0.75 to 1.25 aperture
widths. For mounting heights beyond 1.25C no additional significant change occurs. It should be noted,
however, that the vertical velocity gradient coupled
with the proportionality between forces and the
square of the velocity result in a monotonic increase
in t~e lateral and lift forces with mounting height.
FIgure 7b presents the pitching moment coefficient versus nondimensionalized mounting height
for the two attitudes representative of the maximum
lateral and lift force coefficients. At the peak lift
attitude the effect of mounting height on the pitchmg moment coefficient is insignificant. However, at
the O-deg pitch orientation the pitching moment
coefficient exhibits rather large variations with
mounting height. In the mounting height range of
0.67C to 1.25C the pitching moment coefficient experiences a significant decrease in magnitude which
tends to offset the increasing velocity and dynamic
pressure, thereby lessening the variation in pitching
moment.
For mounting heights greater than 1.25C the
pit~hing moment ~oefficient increases in magnitude
,,:,hlch, coupled WIth the increasing velocity, magnifIes the mcrease in the magnitude of the pitching
moment.
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Figure 6. Reynolds Number Effect on Peak Lateral Force

Additional comparisons from Tests I and II have
b~en made of t~e l~ft force coefficients at +60-deg
pItch and the pltchmg moment coefficients at + 90deg pitc~ for .the same configuration (3.8/90 deg).
These onentatlOns were selected to minimize effects
of the two different flow fields. These comparisons
lend further credence to the observation of minimal
Reynolds number effects on collector loads.
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Because of the boundary layer velocity profile,
together with possible ground effects, collector
mounting height may significantly influence the
wind loading. During the initial phase of Test II, an
in~estigation ?f the effect of collector mounting
heIght on loadmg was conducted so that a fixed value
of the height parameter might be defined for subse~uent runs. The influence of mounting height is
Illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7a presents the variation of the peak lateral force coefficient (0 = 0 deg)
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Figure 7. Mounting Height Effect on Force and Moment Coefficients (Yaw Angle'" = 0 Deg

The remainder of Test II was conducted with the
model mounting height fixed to simulate, in the full
scale situation, a 6-ft parabolic-trough collector
mounted to provide a minimum I-ft clearance between the lower edge of the trough and the ground.
These mounting heights were HIC = 0.68,0.70,0.75,
and 0.85 for configurations I, II, III, and IV, respectively.
It is recognized that the design of the model (or
full-scale) mounts could have a significant effect on
foundation loads. Due to the diverse nature of possible designs, this factor is not addressed in this study.
The model mounts used were 0.65 cm (.25 in) diameter cylindrical rods.

Aspect Ratio Influence
Flow around the ends of the collector provides a
pressure relief which influences the loads exper, ienced. The extent of this influence is significantly
dependent upon the collector length in relation to
the aperture width or aspect ratio. The influence of
collector aspect ratio was investigated during Test I.
The variation of the force and moment coefficients
for aspect ratios up to ten are illustrated in Figure 8.
Figure 8a presents the influence of aspect ratio on
the lateral force coefficient at pitch attitudes of 0 deg
and ± 180 deg and on the peak lift force coefficient.
Included for comparison are drag coefficient data on
two-dimensional concave and convex configurations.' The two-dimensional configurations are
equivalent to an infinite aspect ratio shape. The increase in both force coefficients with aspect ratio
reflects the decreasing significance of end losses with
an increase in relative collector length. The lateral
force coefficient data indicate that for the concave
configuration (O-deg pitch), end-loss effects still significantly influence the load for aspect ratios of 10
and above. An aspect ratio significantly greater than
10 is required to achieve independence of end losses
or two-dimensional flow. However, for the convex
configuration (180-deg pitch) the data suggests that
the two-dimensional flow condition is achieved for
aspect ratios equal to or greater than 10.
The lift force coefficient presented in Figure 8a
and the pitching moment coefficient illustrated in
Figure 8b are both strong functions of the collector
aspect ratio within the range of 1 to 10.
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Collector Rim Angle Influence
The influence of the parabolic section rim angle
on the lateral force coefficient at pitch angles of 0 deg
and 180 deg and the peak lift force coefficient is
illustrated in Figure 9. The collector rim angle represents a measure of the relative fineness or bluntness
of the parabolic-trough section. This parameter may
be related to the thickness ratio of the parabolic
section which is defined as the ratio of the distance

Figure 8. Aspect Ratio Effect on Force and Moment Coefficients
(Yaw Angle If; ~ 0 Deg)

from the vertex to the plane of the aperture divided
by the aperture width. As the rim angle approaches
zero, the thickness ratio also approaches zero, At
pitch angles of both 0 deg and 180 deg the O-deg rim
angle trough is the equivalent of a flat plate normal to
the airstream. Thus a O-deg rim angle trough should
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experience the same lateral force coefficient at both 0-deg and 180-deg pitch. The lateral force data illustrated in Figure 9 indicate that with decreasing rim angle
the values at 0 deg and 180-deg pitch do tend to
approach each other.
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The peak lift force coefficient data presented in
Figure 9 shows that the maximum occurs at thickness
ratios in the range of 15 to 25%. As the thickness ratio
increases beyond 25% the magnitude of the peak lift
force coefficient shows a significant decline. This
behavior is consistent with subsonic airfoil theory.

Collector Array Effects
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Figure 9. Rim Angle Effect on Force Coefficients

The parabolic-trough collector is one of a family
of line-focusing concentrating solar collector configurations. Typical applications utilizing this class of
collector will generally involve large arrays requiring many multiple module rows. Current installations typically deploy several parabolic-trough collector modules end to end within a row utilizing one
common tracking drive system. Individual modules
are generally spaced a slight distance apart to allow
room for supports and to provide for misalignment
along the pivot axis of a row. A full array would
consist of many such rows. Each row within an array
will have adjacent collector rows in front and/or
behind influencing its flow field and loading. Little
prior information has been available quantifying the
extent of this interference. A systematic investigation
of these effects was undertaken during Test II.

Conversely, as the rim angle increases to the other
extreme the two pitch angles of 0 deg and 180 deg are
representative of very different configurations. At 0Gap Spacing Within Rows
deg pitch the increasing rim angle is equivalent to a
The influence of the gap width between end-todeepening concave section with an increasing lateral
end collector modules within a row is illustrated in
force. At a pitch angle of 180 deg the increasing rim _
Figure 10. Figure lOa presents the peak lateral·force
angle is representative of a shape with increasing
coefficient and the peak lift force coefficient versus
fineness ratio which is accompanied by a declining
the nondimensional gap spacing. The initial design
lateral force coefficient. Therefore, at higher rim
of the mounting arrangement for the non metric
angles the lateral force coefficients for pitch angles of
models within a row precluded mounting the two
o deg and 180 deg are expected to reflect strongly
collectors on either end of the metric model within a
diverging values. The trends reflected by the lateral
space of 0.54 aperture widths. During the course of
force coefficient data (Figure 9) are consistent with
this testing, an alternate mounting arrangement was
this behavior.
devised which, in conjunction with extensions atIn the pitch angle range of ± 45 deg to ± 90 deg
tached to the two end collector modules within a
the parabolic-trough configuration becomes somethree-module row, permitted narrowing the gap to
what analogous to an airfoil shape. Subsonic airfoil
6% of the aperture width. The alternate mounting
theory indicates the thickness ratio is a significant
arrangement did influence the magnitude of the
parameter influencing airfoil lifting characteristics.
peak lateral and the peak lift force coefficients. HowAs discussed above, the collector rim angle and the
ever, the force coefficient data for both mounting
thickness ratio of the parabolic-trough section are
arrangements indicates that the gap width has no
uniquely related. This relationship is expressed in
significant effect on the peak lateral and peak lift
Equation (4) while the correspondence between these
force coefficients for gaps as narrow as 6% of the
parameters at rim angles of interest are tabulated
_ aperture.
following Equation (4).
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Figure lOb presents similar data for the pitching
moment coefficient. Although the pitching moment
coefficient data occupy a significant band about a
mean value, no significant trend with respect to gap
width is observable.
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These data suggest that the presence of intermodule gaps within rows as small as 6% of the
aperture provides aerodynamic independence for individual collector modules. Thus, no aspect ratio
effects as a result of row length are incurred. All
subsequent runs during Test II were conducted at a
nondimensional gap width of 0.57.

Row Spacing Within Arrays
The influence of spacing between rows within an
array was investigated for array configuratio~ IX. The
variation of the peak lateral and the peak lift force
coefficients was evaluated at row spacing of 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0 aperture widths (Figure 11). These d~ta indicate that both peak force coefficients tend to mcrease
slightly with increased row spacing in this range. All
subsequent array testing was conducted at a row
spacing of 2.25 aperture widths.

Array Force and Moment Characteristics
In addition to a single three-module row, a series
of multiple row configurations were run during Test
II to evaluate the force and moment characteristics of
collector modules imbedded within arrays. The various array configurations tested are defined in Figure

2. The coefficient data presented herein represents
the loads measured on the center module of the
appropriate three-module row.
The load characteristics for configurations V and
VI are illustrated in Figure 12. Configuration V represents a single row of three end-to-end collector modules. Configuration VI represents the loading of the
windward row of an array with one row mounted
downstream to evaluate the influence of the wake
distrubance resulting from the presence of the downstream row.
Figure 12a presents the lateral force coefficient
versus pitch angle for these two configurations. Except for the concave and convex peak values, the data
for configuration V agree well with the lateral force
data for single-collector modules. The data for configuration V reflect a 12% and a 16% increase at the
concave and the convex peaks, respectively. As with
the single-module trough, the maximum lateral force
coefficient for configurations V and VI occurs at a
positive pitch angle in the range of 0 to 30 deg. The
addition of a row of collectors behind the windward
row (configuration VI) has a negligible effect except
in the neighborhood of the concave and convex
peaks where the lateral force coefficient is increased
by 10% and 12%, respectively. This was surprising
since a decrease was expected. No reason has yet been
hypothesized for the increase.
Figure 12 presents the lift force coefficient and the
pitching moment coefficient, respectively. These
data are in good agreement with the single-module
data throughout the pitch angle range. The data
indicate that the presence of the downstream row has
no significant effect on the lift force coefficient or the
pitching moment coefficient of the windward row
collector module.
For those configurations having one or more collector rows upstream of the metric module row, the
load characteristics are illustrated in Figure 13. Configurations VII, VIII, and IX are representative of
arrays having one, two, and four collector rows upstream in addition to the one collector row downstream of the metric model row. Figure 13a presents
the lateral force coefficient data over the pitch angle
range. The data indicates that even a single collector
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row upstream provides a signif~cant in~erference effect; the maximum lateral force coefficient being
reduced to approximately one-third: the windward
row value. In addition, the maximum values no longer occur in the vicinity of 0 deg and 180-deg pitch but
at ± 60 deg and + 120 to + 135 deg. The presence of
additional collector rows upstream provides little
further reduction in the maximum lateral force over
the pitch range.
Figure 13b presents the lift force coefficient versus pitch angle. Again the presence of a single upstream collector row provides significant interference; in this case, the maximum lift force coefficient

n

1.5
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CONFICURATION V
CONFIGURATION VI

§
<;;

§

g
~'"

1.0

is reduced to approximately one-half the windward
row value. The peak values of the lift force, however,
remain at approximately the same attitude as for the
windward row. The addition of a second upstream
row has little additional effect on the peak lift force
coefficients; however, the presence of four upstream
rows resul ts in a slight additional reduction of the
peak values.
Figure 13c presents the pitching moment coefficient over the pitch angle range. Although the peak
positive and negative pitching moment coefficient
experienced by configurations V and VI are reduced
somewhat by the presence of one or more collector
rows upstream, the significant interference effect
reflected in the lateral and lift forces does not occur
with respect to the pitching moment. This suggests
that the presence of upstream collector rows radically
alters the pressure distribution over the collector
module. With one or more upstream collector rows,
the pitching moment coefficient generally falls within a band between -0.40 and +0.10 over the entire
pitch angle range.
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Figure 13. Effect of Array Shielding on Force and Moment Coeffi·
cients (Yaw Angle'" = 0 Deg)

Fence and Berm Effects
The significant interference effect on the lateral
and lift forces provided by even one upstream collector row indicates that most collector modules within
an array experience the force reduction this interference provides. In the interest of incorporating uniformity among all modules, alternate methods of
providing similar protection to the two perimeter
rows of an array are desirable. During Test II a
limited investigation of the influence of selected
fence and berm configurations on the loads was
conducted. A simulated fence consisting of perforated steel strip stock was mounted to the tunnel floor
across the full span of the wind tunnel test section.
This material has an average porosity of approximately 23%. No attempt was made to vary the porosity;
however, fence displacement upstream of the first
row of the array was varied.
The influence of fence height on the peak lateral
. and peak lift force coefficients for a fence of varying
height placed three aperture widths upstream of the
first row is illustrated in Figure 14a. These data
indicate that a fence height somewhat less than the
1.0

full colleCtor height achieves the major part of the
force reduction which is attainable from the fence.
The effect of berm height on the peak lateral and
peak lift force coefficients is illustrated in Figure 14b.
These data indicate that the influence of berm height
on the collector forces is similar to the influence of
fence height.
The load data taken at selected pitch attitudes for
three array configurations and two fence spacings are
presented in Figure 15. The three figures present the
fence effects on the lateral force coefficient, the lift
force coefficient, and the pitching moment coefficient, respectively. These results indicate that the
appropriate fence will provide aerodynamic interference effects on the lateral and lift forces at least
equivalent to the presence of an upstream collector
row. Based upon the limited data collected, the magnitude of the pitching moment load is not significantly different whether aerodynamic interference
results from an upstream collector row or a fence .
These data indicate that utilization of appropriate
protective barriers enclosing an array extends equivalent interference effects to the perimeter rows permitting a uniform wind load design for all collector
modules and foundations within the array.
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Summary and Conclusions
Two wind tunnel force and moment tests have
been conducted on parabolic-trough solar collector
configurations. The two tests were conducted in different flow field environments, one a uniform flow
infinite airstream, the second a simulated atmospheric boundary layer flow with the models simulating a
ground-mounted installation. The force and moment
characteristics of both isolated single module troughs
and of trough modules within array configurations
have been defined over both operational and stow
attitudes. The data from the two tests are in generally
good agreement except at particular attitudes where
specific influences of the boundary layer velocity
profile or ground effects assume particular'significance with respect to the load characteristics. The
influence of various geometric design parameters for
collector modules and arrays has been established.
The results of these two tests have led to the
'following conclusions:
• The forces and moments on parabolic-trough
collector modules increase monotonically with
mounting height above the ground.
• The peak forces and moments of individual
collector modules increase with aspect ratio up
to ratios of ten or greater.
• Intermodule gaps as narrow as 6% of the aperture between end-to-end collectors within a
row are sufficient to permit collectors to function aerodynamically as individual modules
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•

•

•

•

effectively nullifying any long row aspect ratio
influence.
Collector mod~les installed within large arrays,even those within the second row of an
array, experience an interference effect which
provides a significant reduction (50-65%) of the
p~ak lateral and lift forces originating with the
wind.
The interference-induced load reduction does
~ot. ex~end to the collector pitching moment
indIcating that a pressure distribution change
accompanies the interference effect.
Appropriate fence or berm configurations can
provide reduction of lateral and lift forces in
perimeter rows equivalent to the· interference
effect within collector arrays.
A fence or berm height of approximately threefourths the maximum collector height provides
the major fraction of the force reduction
achievable.
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